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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the maximum IP address size range that you can have in
a Virtual Cloud Network?
A. /8
B. /24
C. /26
D. /16
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
When you create your VCN, you assign a contiguous IPv4 CIDR
block of your choice. VCN sizes ranging from /16 (65,533 IP
addresses) to /30 (1 IP address) are allowed. Example:
10.0.0.0/16, 192.168.0.0/24.

NEW QUESTION: 2
The BEST methods for a web developer to prevent the website
application code from being vulnerable to cross-site request
forgery (XSRF) are to: (Select TWO).
A. use a web proxy to pass website requests between the user
and the application.
B. ensure all HTML tags are enclosed in angle brackets, e.g.,

"&lt;" and "&gt;".
C. permit redirection to Internet-facing web URLs.
D. validate and filter input on the server side and client
side.
E. restrict and sanitize use of special characters in input and
URLs.
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Service Provider is using VMware vCloud Director with VMware
vCloud Networking and Security (VCNS) on vSphere. Which two
products will be impacted by the upgrade of VCNS to VMware NSX?
(Choose two)
A. vShield Manager
B. vCenter Server
C. NSX Controller Cluster
D. ESXi hosts
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-for-vSphere/6.2/com.vmwar
e.nsx.admin.doc/GUID571237B3-1665-4B92-A3A9-51C078EC601D.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which three statements about subqueries are true? (Choose
three)
A. A multiple row subquery can be compared by using the "&gt;"
operator.
B. A single row subquery can retrieve only one column and one
row.
C. A multiple row subquery can retrieve multiple rows and
multiple columns.
D. A single row subquery can use the IN operator.
E. A single row subquery can retrieve only one row but many
columns.
F. A multiple row subquery can use the "=" operator.
Answer: C,D,E
Explanation:
B: A single row sub-query can retrieve only one row but many
columns.
C: A multiple row sub-query can retrieve one row or multiple
rows and multiple columns.
E: A single row subquery can use the "IN" Operator. Although
the IN Operator is a multiple row operator it can be used for
comparisons with single-row subqueries and it will not result
in an error
Incorrect Answers

A: A single row sub-query can retrieve only one row, but many
columns..
D: Multiple row subquery cannot use the "&gt;" Operator because
this is a single row operator.
F: A multiple row sub-query cannot use the "=" operator.
OCP Introduction to Oracle 9i: SQL Exam Guide, Jason Couchman,
p. 150-165 Chapter 4: Subqueries
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